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persons, the regulation of corporations, tax exemption, powers which the
states may not contract away, contracts between states and other gov-
ernmental agencies, the financial obligations of state and local govern-
ments, and the impairment of contract by judicial decision. The most
noteworthy decisions are Coolidge v. Long 2 and Home Building &
Loan Assn. v. Blaisdall.'3

In the closing chapter Professor Wright finds it seemingly para-
doxical that this "increase in the scope of judicial review should have
been tolerated" during the time when "doctrines and practices of political
democracy were spreading so rapidly."14 "For the most part the judicial
check took the form of setting aside laws which were seemingly to the
interest of the mass of the people." 15 He explains this by stating that few
realized the future implications of Marshall's interpretation of the clause,
and, of far more weight, that the judicial decisions were in accord with
the political, economic and legal thought of the age.

This does not purport to be a treatise on the contract clause. Even
so the author makes much use of the technique of the lawyer and in a
most satisfactory manner. It is open to question whether the student
of constitutional history and the lawyer may not find much more of
interest than will the economist. It is recommended for all.

A. H. EBLEN
Visiting Professor of Law

Ohio State University

THE LAW OF NEWSPAPERS. William R. Arthur and Ralph L.
Crosman, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York (second
edition) 1940. pp. xxxv, 615. $4.00.

THE LAW OF JOURNALISM. Robert W. Jones, Brooklyn:
Metropolitan Law Book Co. Washington: Washington
Law Book Co. 1940. pp. Xii, 394. $4.- 0.

These two additions to the growing literature of journalism could
both be marked "must" for the professional libraries of newspapers,
newspapermen, other writers, radio executives and students as well as
members of the bar whose practice touches this field at any of its many
points. These volumes emphasize again how rapidly new and recent
conditions and influences affect the press legally. The astonishing
development of the radio affords one example and the enlarged authority

12z8z U.S. 58z (1931). This must be the case referred to by footnote 36 on page 98.
2 29o U.S. 398 (1934).
"P. 252.
"n Mhid.
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of the Federal Trade Commission over advertising offers another. The
Arthur and Crosman work first appeared in 1928, the original edition
containing 363 pages, where the new edition is nearly twice that size.

As a case and text book, Arthur and Crosman have produced the
more comprehensive work of the two. Yet some readers may prefer the
somewhat briefer and more direct approach of "The Law of Journal-
ism." Being more inclusive, the former is necessarily somewhat more
technical. Being less saddled with details and technicalities, the latter
has the benefit of relative simplicity. In both cases the authors have
brought the authority of legal training and experience into the writing
of the books.

Professors Arthur and Crosman have greatly improved their earlier
work. New chapters deal with freedom of the press, the right to gather
news and radio broadcasting, respectively. Two new appendices-there
are five in all-contain sample handbill and advertising ordinances,
as well as the 194o decisions of the United States and Pennsylvania Su-
preme Courts in the handbill cases and slander by radio, respectively.
Against this thoroughness it is hard to reconcile the fact that the authors
dismiss property in news with only five pages, devote another chapter of
like brevity to classifying and defining newspapers, and sandwich the
important questions of copyright and obscenity into their general chapter
on regulatory provisions. They offer six chapters on libel to three for
the Jones book.

Professor Jones has covered much the same general ground in eleven
chapters (as against seventeen) and four indices. Among others he has
separate chapters on blasphemous publications and copyright, and gives
eighteen pages to property rights in news. He disposes of libel under
the heading of its characteristics, defenses, and interpretation. In the
appendices he includes these: a "sample" complaint of the FTC, stan-
dards of practice for agencies, second class mail requirements, and
confidence statutes.

Both books are better than their three predecessors, now somewhat
out of date. The Arthur and Crosman volume goes into greater detail,
but that by Professor Jones is perhaps simpler for the layman. Either
book is a valuable addition to the library of newspaper, newspaperman,
or barrister.

JAMES E. POLLARD
School of Journalism
Ohio State University


